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ABOUT K16 SOLUTIONS & SCAFFOLD



ABOUT K16 SOLUTIONS

FOUNDED: 2018
Co-Founders worked in academia 

WHAT WE DO: SOLVE LMS PROBLEMS
Course migration & course design & course archiving

FIRST PRODUCT: SCAFFOLD
Migration / Design / Archiving
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ABOUT SCAFFOLD

WE MAKE YOUR LMS EASY

Scaffold Designer
BUILD BETTER COURSES

Scaffold Migration
MIGRATE LMS PLATFORMS

Scaffold Archiving
ARCHIVE STUDENT DATA

Scaffold launched in 2019



PROBLEM: Migrating to a new LMS platform
SOLUTION: Scaffold Migration allows institutions to move course content 
from one LMS platform to another in real time, capturing details such as 
course structure, quizzes, tests, and even question pools. No other option 
gets institutions from their old LMS to a new one more effectively, 
efficiently, or accurately.

PROBLEM: Archiving student data affordably 
SOLUTION:  Scaffold Archiving allows institutions to archive course 
content & student data when migrating to a new LMS platform or when 
choosing to break free of their legacy LMS provider. Content resides on 
the Scaffold platform and remains integrated with your new LMS, allowing 
it to be accessed at any time.

PROBLEM: Building online courses easily & quickly
SOLUTION: Scaffold Designer is a unique course development tool that 
changes how administrators and faculty interact with their LMS. It offers 
easy-to-use course development features and functionality that give users 
the confidence to create engaging courses for students while also building 
academically rigorous courses that meet industry standard learning design 
needs. 6

THE 
PROBLEM 
WE SOLVE

Scaffold Migration

Scaffold Archiving

Scaffold Designer



SOME 
SCHOOLS 
WE’VE
HELPED
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SCAFFOLD’S QUALIFICATIONS



SCAFFOLD’S USABILITY

SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

USABILITY
How easily and efficiently 
can users interact with the 
product features to achieve 
the desired result? Can the 
administrators interact and 
respond through the tool?
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This is a product that doesn’t require users (administrators or students) to use the 
product. The service of migrating LMS courses or archiving LMS data is carried out by 
K16 Solutions staff on behalf of the institution. Essentially, the K16 Solutions team will 
use Scaffold to migrate or archive however much course content and student data 
the institution needs–and do it more quickly, accurately, and affordably than any other
solution on the market.

Scaffold Designer was designed specifically for ease-of-use by both administrators & 
faculty and to solve a particular problem in the market: clunky course design tools 
within LMS platforms that are currently not easy to use and, in most cases, require 
heavy technical skills. Designer integrates with leading LMSs including Blackboard 
and Canvas, with future integration planned with D2L. Users and administrators can 
exchange feedback throughout the solution, improving communication between 
course builders and creating a collaborative process among course builders.

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION & ARCHIVING



SCAFFOLD’S EFFICACY EFFICACY
Does the technology 
incorporate recent research 
on administrative functions? 
How has this research 
impacted the development 
of the product? These areas 
should be highlighted and 
show significant impact to 
achieve desired goals.
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K16 Solutions resolves our commitment to the faculty and student experience 
around published research authored by our CEO and Co-Founder, Thomas Waite, 
Ph.D. Exploring Students' and Faculty's Lived Experiences with Transactional 
Distance in an Online Learning Environment and its Influence on Student Retention. 
2016. This applied and theoretical research identified four main themes affecting 
student retention, including participation, presence and engagement, 
encouragement and teaching approach, interaction within the online classroom and 
timely feedback, and the convenience of online education. Scaffold Designer was
specifically created with a faculty and student-centric focus, providing a step- by-
step process through which a faculty proceeds in order to produce a complete 
content experience. A comprehensive and parallel course with recommended 
content areas means less confusion for students, gives a clear road-map for 
deliverables and timelines, and provides online teachers and students the best 
opportunity to experience a positive learning experience. Scaffold Migration permits
the rapid adoption of new LMS technologies, in days or weeks instead of years,
which schools pursue in an effort to improve online course delivery, student and
faculty interaction, and ultimately, improved student retention and program 
completion.

SCAFFOLD



SCAFFOLD’S DISRUPTION DISRUPTION
Does the tool have the 
potential to disrupt the 
education market and 
provide long-term benefits 
or new outcomes?
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SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

With Scaffold, the ability for institutions to very easily, quickly, and affordably migrate course content from one 
LMS to anothermeans they no longer will feel captive to their current LMS. K16 Solutions predicts this will cause  
significant disruption in the market by creating pressure on LMS companies to improve their technology to 
better serve faculty, staff, and students–or fear being left behind. With this new reality, the overall quality of 
online education will become better and more student & faculty centric as LMS providers make advancements 
with their technology.

The notion that course creation can be accomplished with minimum bureaucracy, while still meeting content 
and delivery standards, is positively disruptive. Institutions are free to engage highly performing faculty and 
subject matter experts to do what they do best—teach and create content—in an expedited fashion without 
the need for lengthy course development processes. Course structure is addressed and aligned prior to content
creation, which means that a course creator is still guided through the creation of a comprehensive, outcome-
based course, the long term benefits of which include improved course content, increased faculty and student
satisfaction, and improved outcomes with respect to student retention and completion.

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION

SCAFFOLD ARCHIVING
Institutions no longer need to sink hundreds of thousands of dollars into their current or legacy LMS for 
archiving purposes because Scaffold can replace that at a mere fraction of the cost. Rather, institutions can now
reinvest those funds into critical areas within their academic or operations departments.



SCAFFOLD’S IMPACT

SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

IMPACT
To what degree does the 
technology represent 
progressive developments 
within administrative 
functions?
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The impact on institutions has been tremendous. In many cases, institutions that 
needed to migrate to a new LMS would plan upwards of several years to migrate all of 
their course content. However, using Scaffold, institutions can migrate their courses 
in days, and weeks…no longer months and years. In just a short period of time, K16 
Solutions has partnered with dozens of institutions to help with their migration & 
archiving needs—from its first customer in 2020 to literally dozens by 2021 with 
increasing interest each day.

To transform a traditional course development cycle from 16, 12, or 8 weeks into a 
cycle of 2 to 4 weeks represents a significant progressive improvement in the 
development of first-teach courses. Courses that need to be built for online delivery 
can be readied quickly without sacrificing academic quality, a need so evident in 
today’s post Covid-19 climate.

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION & ARCHIVING



SCAFFOLD’S INNOVATION

SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

INNOVATION
To what degree does the 
technology represent 
progressive developments 
within administrative 
functions?
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There is no other tool on the market that allows for easy migration of course content;
Scaffold is truly the only product that automates the process and makes obsolete the
traditional methods of migrating course content—something that has previously been
done manually and, unfortunately, painfully.

Traditional course building processes include multiple players, including subject 
matter experts, instructional designers, program deans and project managers. The 
process is financially burdensome for an institution, takes weeks or months to 
complete, produces crowded course development schedules, can postpone the 
development of new courses and new program offerings, and can result in 
postponing the maintenance of existing courses resulting in outdated course 
content. Many schools lack the personnel resources required for such a process.
Designer’s faculty focus places course building directly into the hands of the SME, 
permitting them to upload content to produce a parallel, outcome-based, teach-
ready course in days instead of weeks.

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION & ARCHIVING



SCAFFOLD’S RESULTS

SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

RESULTS
Can users of all abilities 
navigate and perform tasks 
within the standard product 
structure? Does this product 
meet Section 508 and the 
WCAG standards?
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Allowing institutions to migrate to their LMS platform of choice, and thus no longer 
feeling stuck in their existing one, means institutional leaders and administrators can
now effectively and efficiently deliver the online education experience that best suits
the needs of the faculty, staff, and students.

By placing the content-building aspect of course creation directly into the hands of 
the SME or faculty member, administrators can create courses and even whole 
academic programs faster, increasing an institution’s academic offerings. Designer’s 
outcome-based content mapping means the ability to demonstrate that learners are
achieving prescribed goals and that courses are meeting requisite content standards
to credentialing stakeholders and even financial-aid providers.

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION & ARCHIVING



SCAFFOLD’S ACCESSIBILITY ACCESSIBILITY
Can this tool help 
administrators fulfill their 
functions more effectively 
and efficiently?
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Not Applicable

SCAFFOLD MIGRATION & ARCHIVING

SCAFFOLD DESIGNER

Via integration with accessibility-friendly LTIs, Designer permits the placement of 
accessibility tools into a course blueprint, which ultimately is pushed to the course 
itself in the LMS. Multiple text sizes and font choices, template choices permitting the 
use of audio files, and institution-specific configuration permits the specialization of 
content to accessibility needs.



SCAFFOLD MIGRATION



TRADITIONAL LMS MIGRATION 
OPTIONS
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BULK MIGRATION (COMMON CARTRIDGE)
• Manual intervention & revision
• Time-Consuming
• Labor-Intensive

WHITE GLOVE
• Expensive
• Time-Consuming
• Labor-Intensive

DIY (COPY-AND-PASTE)
• Time-Consuming
• Labor-Intensive
• Massive soft costs



WHAT IS SCAFFOLD 
MIGRATION?

INTEGRATED WITH ALL  LMS PLATFORMS

Changing your learning 
management system has 
NEVER BEEN EASIER.

SCAFFOLD 
MIGRATION 
is an automated content 
migration service that moves 
your course content from one 
LMS to another capturing 
your course structure, quizzes, 
tests, and even question 
pools.
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WHY SCAFFOLD MIGRATION 
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125,000+ COURSES

Migrated over 125,000 Courses in 2020

5,000 COURSE TRANSFERS

Per week / Per institution

80% SAVINGS: AVG / INSTITUTION

Saved client institutions an average of 80% in course 
migration costs compared to traditional methods.

FAST

Through automated content migration, Scaffold can 
migrate course content quicker than any other option on 
the market.

ACCURATE

Ready-to-teach courses delivered in your new LMS 
instantly. 

AFFORDABLE

Using an automated process eliminates the need for 
human resources, driving down cost significantly. 



SCAFFOLD ARCHIVING



TRADITIONAL LMS ARCHIVING 
OPTIONS
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COLD STORAGE
• Not easily accessible
• Time consuming
• Up-front costs
• No GUI

LEGACY LMS
• Expensive
• Data cost
• Human resources



WHAT IS SCAFFOLD 
ARCHIVING?

Institutions can finally 
MIGRATE & RETIRE their 
legacy LMS at the same 
time.

SCAFFOLD 
ARCHIVING 
allows institutions to archive their 
course content & student data when 
migrating to a new LMS platform. 
Content resides on the Scaffold 
platform and remains integrated 
with your new LMS, allowing it to 
be accessed at any time.
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INTEGRATED WITH ALL  LMS PLATFORMS



WHY SCAFFOLD ARCHIVING
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CONTENT CAPTURED INCLUDES

• Enrollment Information

• Student Submissions

• Discussions & Replies

• File Attachments

• Assignments

• Quizzes

• Feedback

• Gradebook

MORE COST EFFECTIVE

No upfront costs, and monthly fees are significantly less 
than other options.

COURSE CONTENT AVAILABILITY

Easily access historical course content as needed and 
retain the option for future migrations.

STUDENT DATA ACCESSIBILITY

Retain student data and content indefinitely; view, 
review, and print to PDF. 



SCAFFOLD DESIGNER



TRADITIONAL COURSE DESIGN 
OPTIONS
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BUILDING IN LMS
• No guided framework for building
• Typically requires coding skills
• Lack of consistent course content
• Poor student experience

OUTSOURCE COURSE DESIGN
• Expensive 
• Time-Consuming
• Relinquishing control of course content / IP



WHAT IS SCAFFOLD 
DESIGNER?

Build courses that MEET 
& EXCEED academic 
standards in a matter of 
hours. 

SCAFFOLD 
DESIGNER 
is an innovative but simple course 
development tool designed 
specifically to help faculty build 
their online courses. It includes 
easy-to-use features and a 
guided step-by-step process. 
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INTEGRATED WITH ALL  LMS PLATFORMS



WHY SCAFFOLD DESIGNER
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GUIDED COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Easy-to-use, step by step guide for building courses 

OUTCOMES BUILDER

Course objectives matched to outcomes using featured built-
in Bloom’s Taxonomy builder

AVAILABLE IN PROMINENT LMS PLATFORMS

Blackboard Ultra, Canvas, (D2L coming soon)

EFFICIENT

Significantly reduce course development 
time-build a complete course in hours

EASE-OF-USE

Faculty-friendly, plug-and-play, guided 
course creation tools without a need for 
HTML

CONSISTENCY

Centralized content for institutional messaging 
& guidelines



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY



KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• 1,000 courses per day is automated rate at which K16 Solutions migrates Rutgers’ 

courses

• Developed a migration timeline to support schools need for batched approach

• Migrated Rutgers from both Sakai & Blackboard to Canvas

• Continuous collaboration to support faculty and departmental requirements around 
migration

“When K16 Solutions joined us at the table to discuss the unique challenges around our LMS transition to 

Canvas, they did not come with a quick-fix to sell us, but rather an offer to partner with Rutgers in identifying 

the issues, developing a solution, and implementing it in a way that would meet the needs of all our 

stakeholders. Throughout the experience, the K16 team showcased their technical prowess, willingness to 

collaborate, and most importantly, empathy for our faculty and students.”

Charles A. Collick Jr
Associate Director, IT Accessibility & Instructional  Technology
Rutgers University



KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• Migrated WFU from Sakai to Canvas

• Many courses that were migrated from old LMS to new LMS were available to faculty 
same day the migration occured

• WFU had planned for massive course migration with lengthy timeline, but was 
shortened dramatically with K16 Solutions

• Established exception log to identify any potential issues with migration courses, and
eliminated them immediately.

“A list of robust courses was provided to K16, and not only were they migrated quickly, the 

content was placed in Canvas in a way that made the courses ready for immediate faculty use. 

The process overall has been exactly what WFU hoped for.  Very impressed by the speed, 

accuracy, and cost, WFU signed an agreement with Instructure and K16 Solutions moved all 

Sakai courses to Canvas.”

Chris McLaughlin
Assistant Director
Wake Forest University



KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• Loyola was seeking more affordable archiving option and will save tens of thousands 

of dollars Archiving with K16 Solutions

• Real-time access to course content & student data is available whenever needed

• With cost savings by Archiving with K16 Solutions, Loyola can invest more now in 
operations & academic functions

“We had a tremendous experience working with the K16 Solutions team in helping us 

migrate from Blackboard to Canvas, so when we heard about the savings and benefits of 

archiving student data on their platform Scaffold, we jumped at the chance. We can now 

use those cost savings for other critical areas within our operations or academic 

departments."

Carol Ann MacGregor
Vice Provost, 
Loyola University New Orleans



“

Ron Hansen
Academic Technology System Administrator 

“With K16 Solutions, several faculty were able to convert their courses for online delivery 

successfully. The tool has proved extremely valuable for faculty and creates a positive 

and consistent experience for students.” 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• Chesapeake needed to establish a consistent process for building online courses due to 

a 30% increase of online enrolled credits post COVID-19.

• Chesapeake College was able to create a more cohesive & consistent online learning 
experience for students; prior to K16 Solution course design was very disjointed

• Access to pre-designed template library meant faculty were able to quickly create 
and design their courses much easier than before



THANK YOU
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